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Pauline Rogers Hands on Workshops 2021
Pauline has been teaching patchwork and quilting in-person, around Australia and the world for the past
35 years. She is passionate about sharing her knowledge and skills with those eager to learn, and believes
anyone can learn how to quilt.
Pauline teaches many different workshops, which range from one day up to four days in length. Some of
her beautiful quilts are best taught over a four day period, spread out over several weeks or months. This
allows students time in between classes to get their homework completed and really refine the methods
being learnt.
All of Pauline’s workshops are technique based and have been designed to teach each student as many
new skills as possible within each new step. We want you to walk away with all the knowledge required to
produce your own stunning quilts, whether a beginner or more advanced quilter.
Pauline is an expert in Quilt As You Go techniques, with a range of her workshops being based on her
two world famous QAYG techniques - Back to Back, and Between the Blocks. These QAYG techniques are
a fantastic learning experience for anyone who has struggled to fit a large quilt through their domestic
sewing machine.

Choosing Your Workshop
Please have a read through each of the workshop titles and descriptions, and choose the one most suited
to your group.
Once selected, email us on admin@pqw.com.au with the workshop name, preferred date/s and your
contact details. We will then email the requirement list back to you, and arrange a suitable date for the
workshop to take place.
If you have any questions, please phone us on 07 4696 9825. Alternatively, call Pauline directly on her
mobile 0438 324 887.
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One Day Classes
* Please be aware that a one day workshop won’t always give a finished project.

1. Mastering Machine Quilting with Feed Dogs Up
Have you tried machine quilting but can’t conquer it? The good news is
that anyone can do it.
Together, you will focus on using traditional means to achieve creative
expression. Explore a less restrictive approach to quilting, which will offer
a beautiful blend of simple design combinations with practical step-by-step
guidance. The class will be taught how simple, basic designs can create
unexpected results.
A satisfying class where Pauline takes the scary out of getting you on the road to becoming a confident quilter.

2. Woven Wonders Cushion Cover
This is a fun, creative and unique class for beginner quilters, or those who
want to relax and learn some wonderful new techniques.
You will learn how to use Pauline’s Sasher Tools to make strips to weave
the background for the cushion. You’ll discover all the tips and tricks to
make bias of all different sizes, and how to get bias to go around those
tight curves and lay flat. Raw edge invisible applique is also taught.
By the end of the class you should have a finished cushion, and have the
confidence to successfully shape bias around cruves.

3. Knot So Celtic Cushion Cover
This is an easy, relaxed class to learn a little about Celtic designs. The design
is simple but with the use of colour it is very stylish; and the first step to
creating intricate designs for quilts.
The class will be taught how to approach all the under and overs when
creating Celtic designs with bias.
Some machine quilting techniques will also be taught, if time permits.

4. Woven Table Mats
This is a fun class, perfect for those who want to do a project where minimal
sewing is required.You’ll be given the option to make one of two design
choices.
A binding with a peeper/flange will also be taught, which gives the edge
a very professional finish. Once the technique is learnt, it can be used to
enhance the edge of any project.
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5. Teardrop Applique
The teardrop shape is so simple, yet gives such stunning results.
In this class, you will use the PQW Teardrop Applique Templates to creatively design different looks. It’s amazing
what can be achieved by mixing a combination of different sizes in a project. From beautiful flowers to leaves
on stems, and feathers on birds, you’re imagination is the limit. Simple quilting techniques will also be taught.
By the end of the class you will have a small finished piece that can be added to, to make a larger project.

6. Back to Back QAYG Table Runner
Machine quilting is one of those things that can be quite the challenge
or a great joy. If you’ve become discouraged with domestic machine
quilting after trying to fit a large quilt through your sewing machine, you
should give Quilt As You Go a try.
In this class you will learn Pauline’s Back to Back QAYG technique (the
easiest of her two techniques) to make a lovely table runner. Discover how
quilting one block at a time is remarkably simple.
Once finished, you’ll be able to apply the technique to almost any quilt
you make, no matter the size.

7. HoneyBun Bowls
Have you heard of the HoneyBun but not quite sure what it is?
This is a fun class that reveals it all. A great option if you want to use up
fabrics from your stash and create a colourful talking point in your home.
Using the HoneyBun Sasher Tool, you’ll learn how to make a HoneyBun Bowl.
Bowls, baskets or bags can be made in any size once you have a better
understanding of how to manipulate the fabric strips as they are sewn.
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Two Day Classes
* A two day workshop will be enough time to finish a small project.

1. Free Motion Quilting for the Pre-Schooler
Learning to quilt is like starting your education journey. You need to start
at pre-school and then step your way up in grades as the basic skills are
honed.
Don’t be afraid - Free Motion Quilting is achievable once it’s broken down
in to simple steps. It is like learning to write, except it’s one simple shape
at a time.
This class will enable beginner quilters the creativity to extend their skills
to new levels.

2. Playing with Circles Wall Hanger
The Playing with Circles Wall Hanger class will see you using the basic
circle shape to learn an array of different techniques. You’ll be amazed
at what can be created with such a simple shape.
As a technique class, you will be taught some great skills that will lead
onto other projects, such as invisible applique, bias applique, 3D folded
circles and quilting, to name a few.

3. Springtime Wall Hanger
An amazing class to teach you how easy it is to work with bias fabrics.
Create a beautiful Springtime Wall Hanger, and learn how to cut fabric on
the true bias so it lays flat around the tightest curves.
You will be taught how to do different texturing of fabrics to create a funky
vase for the spring flowers to stand in. Step outside your comfort zone and
have fun in this class.

4. Circle Celebrations
The Circle Celebrations class uses Pauline’s Back to Back Quilt As You Go
technique (the easiest of her two techniques).
Learn how to quilt the blocks first, and then applique creative circles to
the quilted blocks, before finally joining the blocks together with the
Back to Back technique. You will also be taught how a double up sashing
can add dimension to any quilt.
Grading out the bulk at the seams will be a particularly important part of
this class.
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5. Crazy Patch Gone Modern
Crazy Patch has been around for centuries. Traditionally it was made from
bits and pieces of fabric and trims. In this class you will put a twist on the
tradition to create a modern look to crazy.
Simple shapes are used and are then applied to the backing and batting.
The raw edges are covered with different bias trims. Once all the pieces
are in place, the quilting is done to enhance the finished look. This is a
fantastic class with the outcome sure to surprise all who participate.

6. The Finishing Touch
Edging your quilts can often be an area where you think ‘I just want to get
this thing finished’, and rush through it. However, it is one of the most
important aspects to having a beautifully finished quilting project.
This class will teach you how to get that perfect, flat finish to any wall
hanging or quilt, with no more rippled edges.
In addition, you will also learn how to complete different type of bindings,
including scrappy bindings, bindings to do scalloped borders, and best of
all - bindings with a peeper/flange/piping.

7. Between the Block QAYG Table Runner
In this class you’ll learn the second of Pauline’s Quilt As You Go techniques,
Between the Block.
The Bewtween the Block QAYG technique needs to be used if any of the
blocks in the quilt have a 1/4” point, like on pieced blocks. You’ll be taught
step-by-step how to make this small table runner, with the technique
then able to be applied to any QAYG quilt.
A fantastic class if you never want to struggle with trying to quilt a large quilt on your small domestic sewing
machine again.

8. Jelly Roll Rugs
This is a fun and easy class to be part of, where you’ll make your own Jelly Roll Rug. Ideal if you have some jelly
roll bundles laying around or a lot of fabric in your stash - a great class to use them up and get your creative
juices flowing.
Pauline will teach you how to use the
PQW Jelly Roll Sasher to make your own
jelly roll strips; and how to join them
together to form a jelly roll rug.
You will have the choice of what size
you’d like to make your rug, with the
option to make an oval, bear or butterfly
Jelly Roll Rug.
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9. Woven Rugs
This is an enjoyable and relaxing class that gives you all the tips and tricks
for creating woven rugs.
A great option if you want to use up fabrics from your stash, or purchase
new fabrics, to create a unique rug to match your decor. Using the PQW
Weaver Sasher Set, Pauline will show you how to createthe weaving strips,
and the easiest way to weave them under and over to form the base of
your rug.
A great class for those who want to do a project where minimal sewing is required. You’ll have the option to
make either a round, oval, square or rectangle shaped rug.

Three/Four Day Classes
* These are all Quilt As You Go workshops and are best booked over 3 or 4 days, across several weeks or months,
so homework can be completed before the next class. You will be required to work on your quilt at home in
between each class, as this helps to develop your understanding and refine the techniques being taught.
Please be aware that you may not have a finished quilt by the end of the 3 or 4 day class. However,
you will finish the class with all the knowledge and skills required to complete the quilt at your leisure.

1. Simple Shapes Stunning Quilt
You’ll be shown how to use the PQW Oval and Mandorla Templates to
create simple oval and almond shapes, which you’ll then use to design
your own applique layout. Alternatively, you can follow the design that
will be presented in the class.
The blocks used can be any size. You’ll be taught step-by-step how to quilt
your blocks first, then add the appliques and complete invisible applique
by machine. Finally, the blocks will be joined together using the Between
the Blocks QAYG technique.

2. Rectangles Rock n Roll Quilt
The Rectangles Rock n Roll Quilt class is ideal for those who have a stash
of jelly rolls or fabric in the cupboard to use.
You will begin creating this easy, striaght 2 ½” wide strip quilt, which can
be made any size you like.
The quilt uses Pauline’s Back to Back QAYG technique, where each block is
pieced, then quilted individually, before being joined together. Finally, the
borders of the quilt are then quilted and joined on to finish the quilt.
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3. Dance of the Butterflies Quilt
One of the original Quilt As You Go Quilts designed by Pauline. It uses her
Back to Back technique, and is a fantastic class to learn how to make fine
bias and triple up sashings.
You will be shown step-by-step how to quilt the panels and then add the
applique. Finally, you’ll finish the quilt off by using a wide sashing to join
the panels.
A nice feature of this quilt, that sets this class apart, is the fine bias around
the fans and the free-standing butterflies.
The quilt can be made from any fabric combination and in any size. To
make a larger quilt you just need to add more panels to make it wider,
and increase the length of each panel to make the quilt longer.

4. Animal Playtime Quilt
The Animal Playtime Quilt is made using Pauline’s Between the Block Quilt
As You Go technique.
In this class you will use the Animal Playtime Pattern and Templates, and
be taught step-by-step how to create this fun and colourful quilt.
The quilt is made one block at a time, with the blocks set on point to give
a charming effect. You’ll also learn about different types of sashings to join
the quilt together.
You can increase the size, to make a larger quilt if desired, by adding more
blocks.

5. Robot Family Quilt
If you would like to create a bright, fun, and happy quilt, utilising Pauline’s
Between the Block QAYG technique, this is the class for you!
A great quilt to break the stash pile; use up all of your plain coloured fabrics,
and add some striped and checked fabrics in the mix to see a vibrant result.
Each of the blocks are different sizes, which adds dimension to the quilt. If
you’d like the quilt to be larger, it’s easy enough to add more blocks.
During the class, you will be taught to do the straight-line quilting on the
blocks, then to apply the applique. You’ll then be shown how to sew the
flying geese together, before quilting, and then joining the blocks together.
You’ll also learn how the different size sashings pull this quilt together, as do the different size borders.
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6. Butterfly Kisses Quilt
In this class Pauline will teach you how to make your own Butterfly Kisses
Quilt using her Between the Block QAYG technique.
You will be taught how to quilt the blocks and then applique with a nice
blanket stitch in a contrast-coloured thread on your machine. A unique
part of this quilt is joining the blocks together with a blending sashing,
meaning the quilt will not look like a QAYG quilt once finished.
You’ll also incorporate lace in the construction of the quilt, which gives
the dolls, ‘Emily and Daisy’, a nice little extra touch.
A fabulous class to learn some different techniques and skills, and to also apply your own techniques, if desired.

7. Lu Lu’s Quilt
Lu Lu’s Quilt is constructed with simple steps to achieve fantastic results.
The Quilt uses the Between the Block QAYG technique and consists of 8
pieced and 5 applique blocks.
In this class you will learn step-by-step how to piece the blocks and then
quilt them individually. You’ll quilt the applique blocks before completing
the invisible applique. Finally, the borders are pieced and quilted, then
joined to the quilt.
You will be taught accurate cut, piecing and pressing techniques to give
perfect points. A must do class for any quilter wanting to master the art
of piecing and quilting a QAYG quilt with a professional looking finish.

Thank you for looking at my class list for 2021. I hope to see you in one of my classes very soon.
Pauline
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